DÖRR 371088 VLOGGER KIT M/MIKROFON
VL-5
Varenr. 371088
EAN Producent nr. 371088

DÖRR VLOGGING KIT VL-5 With the DÖRR
Vlogging Kit VL-5 you have everything you need
to ensure optimal illumination and clear sound
recordings in the home office, for home
schooling, for FaceTime chats, for webinars or
online video conferences

Beskrivelse:

With the DÖRR Vlogging Kit VL-5 you have everything you need to ensure optimal illumination
and clear sound recordings in the home office, for home schooling, for FaceTime chats, for
webinars or online video conferences. Your social media appearances on YouTube, TikTok,
Instagram or Facebook not only look more professional, they will also sound much better !

The DÖRR VL-5 Vlogging Kit contains:
LED VIDEO LIGHT
The LED video light with 36 white LEDs provides perfect illumination for video blogs, selfies,
beauty videos, product photography, etc. The brightness can be adjusted easily in three levels at
the push of a button. The compact light is equipped with a universal hot shoe, which allows to
mount the light either on cameras or camcorders with hot shoe or on your smartphone with the
supplied holder. With the ¼” tripod screw at the bottom of the hot shoe, the LED light can be
attached to the supplied table tripod and to any tripod which offers a ¼” screw mount.
The LED video light is equipped with a built-in Li-Ion battery, which you can charge conveniently
via the USB port of your PC/Notebook/Laptop. The appropriate charging cable is included in the
scope of delivery.

MICROPHONE
The supplied Directional Microphone optimises your sound recordings so that no annoying
ambient noise affects the quality of your vlogs. The microphone offers a clear and balanced
sound. With the universal hot shoe with ¼” tripod thread, the microphone can be screwed onto
the supplied LED light or onto the table tripod. The supplied foam windshield effectively helps to
reduce annoying wind noise when taking outdoor videos.
The microphone is operated by an AAA Micro battery LR03 1,5V which is optionally available
from DÖRR:
Panasonic Alkaline Battery Pro Power Micro AAA LR03, 1.5V/4

SMARTPHONE HOLDER
The variable smartphone holder fits for smartphones with a width of 70 to 90 mm. The
smartphone is simply inserted between two clamps. Furthermore, the smartphone holder is
equipped with a universal hot shoe with a ¼“ tripod thread, on which you can mount the supplied
LED light, the microphone or the tripod.

TABLE TRIPOD 2-IN-1
The compact table tripod offers two functions: it can be used as a conventional table tripod with
the perfect height for portraits, or when folded as an ergonomic handle. This way you hold the
Vlogging Kit securely in your hand and soft and even pans are easy to manage.

Egenskaber:
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